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Name
ACTeon

BONUS, the
joint Baltic Sea
research and
development
programme
BMF PORT
BURGAS EAD
CoastObs

EUMOFA

Description
We will present H2020 project on ocean literacy Responseable and different ocean literacy tools
developed in the project (serious game / visualisation
/films) available for testing (using laptop and screen),
and project brochures.
BONUS stand this year is focusing on the added value of
the cross-regional cooperation, the BONUS model and
future plans and the strengths that regional seas'
agenda can bring to the joint European wide agenda.

Logo

BMF Port Burgas EAD is a private-owned port operator
of terminal Burgas East 2 and terminal Burgas West,
part of the national public port of Burgas.
CoastObs is an EU H2020 funded project that aims at
using satellite remote sensing to monitor coastal water
environments and to develop a user-relevant platform
that can offer validated products to users including
monitoring of seagrass and macroalgae, phytoplankton
size classes, primary production, and harmful algae as
well as higher level products such as indicators and
integration with predictive models.
The European Market Observatory for Fisheries and
Aquaculture Products is an initiative of the EU
Commission. It is a market intelligence tool on the EU
fisheries and aquaculture sector that aims to increase
market transparency and efficiency, analyse EU market
dynamics, support businesses’ decisions and policymaking. The EUMOFA contributes to the commitments
of the European Commission in terms of market
intelligence as defined in Art. 42 of EU REGULATION No
1379/2013.
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EUNETMAR

Projects carried out for DG MARE (EMODnet Human
Activities, Study on Maritime Economic Data, Market
Study on Ocean Energy, and a Study on environmental
charging in EU Ports) will be presented and live
demonstration of how EMODnet Human Activities
Works.

EMODnet, the
European
Marine
Observation
and Data
Network

EMODnet brings together more than 150 institutions
working jointly to unlock the wealth of European
marine data, increasing opportunities for innovation
and contributing to sustainable Blue Growth. EMODnet
is also one of the main data providers of the European
Atlas of the Seas, a gateway of interactive maps &
marine information for the general public. Come meet
us to learn more about the new version of the Atlas
that will be released in June 2018 and about what
EMODnet has to offer for public and private
institutions.

EuroGOOS

EuroGOOS identifies priorities, enhances cooperation
and promotes the benefits of operational oceanography
to ensure sustained observations are made in Europe’s
seas underpinning a suite of fit-for-purpose products
and services for marine and maritime end-users.
EuroGOOS is the European component of the Global
Ocean Observing System of the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC GOOS).
www.eurogoos.eu
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European
Commission

The Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and
Fisheries (DG MARE) is the European Commission's
department responsible for the implementation of the
Directorate
Common Fisheries policy and of the Integrated
General for
Maritime Policy.
Maritime Affairs The stand will provide information on Blue Growth,
and Fisheries
Ocean Governance, EU funding for maritime projects
and the Horizon 2020 research programme.

Directorate
General for
Research and
Innovation

The Directorate-General for Research and Innovation
defines European Research and Innovation (R&I) policy
supporting the key objectives of Open Innovation, Open
Science and Open to the World. It also implements the
EUR 80 billion Framework Programme Horizon 2020 for
research and innovation, funding projects in support of
the Blue Economy.
The stand will provide information on EU funding for
marine and maritime projects under previous and
ongoing research programmes.

European
Marine Board

European Marine Board (EMB) is a leading European
think tank in marine science policy. It provides a
platform to advance marine research and to bridge the
gap between science and policy. Our stand will promote
our latest publications on marine graduate training,
Citizen Science, Ocean Governance and Navigating the
future V, the main marine strategy Blueprint to guide
both the Marine research and science policy agendas at
European and national level.
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FACILITY FOR
BLUE GROWTH
IN THE BLACK
SEA

FAMOS Project

FARNET

The “Facility for Blue Growth in the Black Sea" is a twoyear technical assistance project set up by the European
Commission in October 2017 to promote the
development of blue growth and blue economy under
Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) principles in the Black
Sea basin (Bulgaria, Georgia, Moldova, Romania, the
Russian Federation, Turkey and Ukraine).
The Facility consists of a team of experts on maritime
issues as well as national geographical experts,
providing guidance, support and information to
governments in developing national maritime policies in
areas of mutual concern and cooperation on a regional
level. By designing and organising stakeholder events,
promoting networking and financing opportunities, the
Facility brings together potential project partners and
assist them in developing and funding projects.
Hydrographic surveys in the Baltic Sea for the needs of
future vessel navigation (CEF Transport co-financed).

FARNET is the community of people implementing
Community-Led Local Development (CLLD) under the
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF). This
network brings together Fisheries Local Action Groups
(FLAGs), managing authorities, citizens and experts
from across the EU to work on the sustainable
development of fisheries and coastal areas.
It works closely with DG MARE, the Member State
administrations, the national fisheries networks and
with the FLAGs and others involved in the
implementation of CLLD, building a “learning network”.
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Federal Police
Regional Office
Bad Bramstedt,
Federal Police
Department for
Maritime
Security, Project
Office ECGFF
FRONTEX
European
Border and
Coast Guard
Agency
Gas
Infrastructure
Europe -GIE
Aisbl

Institute of
Oceanology,
Bulgarian
Academy of
Sciences

Federal Police of Germany will represent the ECGFF
(European CoastGuard Function Forum)as the
chairmanship country.

The mission of Frontex, the European Border and Coast
Guard Agency, is to promote, coordinate and develop
European border management in line with the EU
fundamental rights charter and the concept of
Integrated Border Management.
Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE) is an association
representing the interests of European natural gas
infrastructure operators active in natural gas
transmission, storage and LNG regasification. GIE is a
trusted partner of European institutions, regulatory
bodies and industry stakeholders. It is based in Brussels,
the heart of European policymaking. GIE currently
represents 68 member companies from 25 countries.
The research activities of the Institute are in the field of
marine physics, chemistry, geology and archaeology,
biology and ecology, coastal dynamics and ocean
technologies. It carries out complex monitoring of the
Bulgarian part of the Black Sea, develops consulting and
expert activities, prepares qualified marine scientists. IO
represents BAS as a co-ordinator of all studies related
with the Black Sea and World Ocean by the National
Oceanographic Commission (NOC) and directs the
research activity and international relations within the
frame of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission of UNESCO.
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Interact

5 maritime interreg programmes and display success
stories of what the Interreg programmes and projects
all around europe have done and are doing related to
maritime topics.

JPI Oceans

The Joint Programming Initiative Healthy and
Productive Seas and Oceans (JPI Oceans) is an
intergovernmental initiative launched by the Council of
the European Union in 2011 to provide a strategic
policy platform for a long-term European approach to
marine and maritime research and technology
developments. JPI Oceans currently brings together 21
European countries (representatives from ministries
and research funding agencies), who invest in marine
and maritime research and covers all European sea
basins.
JPI Oceans has launched a number of actions testing
different approaches and new collaborative tools that
are fit for purpose and working towards the alignment
of national programmes.

Lange Research
Aircraft GmbH

Presentation of a new surveillance Aircraft with CO2
neutral propulsion and optimised for maritime
protection operation.
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The LIFE
Programme

MARINA Project

LIFE is the EU’s financial instrument supporting
environmental, nature conservation and climate action
projects throughout the EU. Since 1992, LIFE has cofinanced some 4306 projects out of which about 400
projects have targeted marine and coastal environment
sites. LIFE supports the objectives of the Marine
Strategy Framework Directive, the Integrated Coastal
Zone Management and promotes the implementation
of the Habitat and Birds Directives in the marine
environment.

Responsible Marine Research and Innovation: a holistic
approach to the way we use marine resources and the
challenges of research and innovation.

Marine Institute AORA CSA is a HORIZON 2020 funded project. Its
Ireland
objectives and activities will be desseminated and
popularised.
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Sea Traffic
Management
Validation
Project
(Swedish
Maritime
Administration)

Скортел ООД

STM – The next step for a safer, more efficient and
environmentally friendly maritime sector
Sea Traffic Management connects and updates the
maritime world in real time, with efficient information
exchange. Through data exchange among selected
parties such as ships, service providers and shipping
companies, STM is creating a new paradigm for
maritime information sharing offering tomorrow´s
digital infrastructure for shipping.
STM Validation project: Proving the concept, the
infrastructure and the services by showing the benefits
in practice on 300 ships, in 13 ports, 5 shore centres
and 12 connected simulator centres.
STM Efficient Flow project: The Baltic ports of Rauma
and Gävle implement efficient port calls using real-time
information. Improved traffic flow converts unsafe
waiting times into bunker savings for large ships in the
narrow Swedish and Finnish archipelagos.
SCORTEL provides delivery of equipment and
communication services, software, system integration,
engineering and consultancy services for:
• Fleet Management and GPS Fleet Tracking Systems
• Mobile Satellite Communications (Inmarsat, Iridium,
Thuraya, Globalstar, KVH)
• Maritime Communications and Navigation
• System solutions (Maritime Information SystemsVTMIS, FVMS-, Intelligent Transport Systems, including
Fleet and traffic management, Ticketing and fare
management, Real time passenger information,
Passenger counting, Video surveillance, Monitoring and
Early Warning System, Process Control Systems,
Automated Systems for Operational Management of
Construction Works (ASOM), Mobile video surveillance.
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Maritime
Spatial Planning

A service for Member States to share relevant
knowledge and experiences on Maritime Spatial
Planning (MSP). Funded by the EU Directorate General
for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (DG MARE), the EU
MSP Platform is an information and communication
gateway designed to offer support to all EU Member
States in their efforts to implement MSP in the years to
come.

Swedish agency
for marine and
water
management

The Swedish Agency for Marine and Water
management will present the Swedish work and
national strategy in dealing with environmentally
hazardous ship-wrecks. The national strategy includes
inventory, investigation, risk management, and finally
remediation of ship-wrecks.
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